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Abstract

One of the main operations in wireless sensor networks is the surveillance of

a set of events (targets) that occur in the field. In practice, a node monitors

an event accurately when it is located closer to it, while the opposite hap-

pens when the node is moving away from the target. This detection accuracy

can be represented by a probabilistic distribution. Since the network nodes

are usually randomly deployed, some of the events are monitored by a few

nodes and others by many nodes. In applications where there is a need of

a full coverage and of a minimum allowed detection accuracy, a single node

may not be able to sufficiently cover an event by itself. In this case, two or

more nodes are needed to collaborate and to cover a single target. More-

over, all the nodes must be connected with a base station that collects the

monitoring data. In this paper we describe the problem of the minimum

sampling quality, where an event must be sufficiently detected by the max-

imum possible amount of time. Since the probability of detecting a single

target using randomly deployed static nodes is quite low, we present a lo-
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calized algorithm based on mobile nodes. Our algorithm sacrifices a part of

the energy of the nodes by moving them to a new location in order to satisfy

the desired detection accuracy. It divides the monitoring process in rounds

to extend the network lifetime, while it ensures connectivity with the base

station. Furthermore, since the network lifetime is strongly related to the

number of rounds, we propose two redeployment schemes that enhance the

performance of our approach by balancing the number of sensors between

densely covered areas and areas that are poorly covered. Finally, our eval-

uation results show an over 10 times improvement on the network lifetime

compared to the case where the sensors are static. Our approaches, also,

outperform a virtual forces algorithm when connectivity with the base sta-

tion is required. The redeployment schemes present a good balance between

network lifetime and convergence time.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Quality of sampling, Probabilistic

coverage, Node redeployment, Target coverage, Energy efficiency

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks have attracted a lot of attention recently due to

the plenty of the applications and their connections with the physical world

[1]. One of these applications is the surveillance of a set of static events that

occur in the field [2]. These events are represented by a point in the network

and are commonly named “targets”. In order to monitor an event each

node is equipped with one or more sensing modules. Moreover, the nodes

can communicate with each other and exchange information constructing

an ad-hoc network. The monitoring of the targets produces data that the
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sensors forward to a usually wired and power unlimited machine, called the

“base station” (BS). The tiny dimensions of the sensors as well as their

limited battery resources lead to various algorithmic challenges in every kind

of operation including coverage and communication [3].

The coverage is an important operation and it is usually assumed that

it can be achieved when a target lies in the sensing range of a node (binary

detection model). It practically means that the event will be covered with

probability one, either the target is located very close to the sensor, or it lies

on the borders of the sensing range. In this paper, we assume a more realis-

tic coverage model where the signal propagation that derives from a source

(target) and is detected by a sensor, follows a probabilistic distribution. This

assumption makes our system desirable for many kind of sensor nodes like ra-

dio, acoustic and seismic, where the signal strength decays with the distance

[4]. According to the probabilistic distribution and a log-distance path loss

model [5] we can predict the path loss that a signal encounters over distance.

Additionally, this means that the signal weakens with the distance and it can

be detected with high probability closer to the source.

The nodes are randomly deployed in the field. Hence, some events are

covered by few sensors while others are covered by many sensors. Moreover,

some nodes are located closer to a target while others may cover the same

target by a longer distance. The nodes that cannot cover a target, because

they are far away and their coverage probability is too low to be taken into

consideration, are used as relay sensors in order to connect the sensing nodes

with the BS. We, also, assume that it can be moved inside the target coverage

region in order to increase the detection probability. A node may be sensing
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node and relay node at the same time when it is close to events and it is

used by other nodes in order to forward their monitoring data to the base

station. A relay node can operate only as a router in the network and it

cannot change position.

Considering a probabilistic coverage model and a randomly deployed net-

work with mobile nodes, we can define the minimum detection quality prob-

lem. The objective of the problem is to prolong the network lifetime as much

as possible and to achieve a minimum allowed detection probability for all

the targets in the network. Additionally, the network should retain connec-

tivity with the BS throughout the monitoring operation. To solve the above

problem we present Localized Coverage Quality ALgorithm (LoCQAl), an

algorithm that divides the monitoring operation in rounds. In each round

only a set of sensors is active while the rest of the nodes remain in sleep

mode, and conserve energy. LoCQAl moves some nodes, when it is possible,

in order to achieve the desired detection accuracy. Since some sensing nodes

are used for relaying, they cannot be moved to achieve the minimum allowed

probability, so other nodes assist with the monitoring of a target. Hence,

our algorithm aims at minimizing the number of active nodes as well as the

node’s traveling distance within the target’s coverage region.

Since the nodes consume the same amount of energy to monitor an event,

an event that is covered by few sensors can be monitored by shorter time than

an event that is covered by many sensors. As the network lifetime depends

on the coverage of all the events, it is upper bounded by the amount of

energy of the sensors covering the most sparsely covered target [6]. For this

purpose we present two schemes that redeploy the nodes by moving nodes
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from dense populated target areas to sparse populated target areas. These

schemes differ on the timing that the redeployment takes place. The first

approach redeploys the nodes at the beginning of the process, exhibiting

sometimes a long delay, while the second approach moves the sensors during

the monitoring process, reducing the delay in the network.

The contributions of this paper are: a) we introduce the minimum de-

tection quality problem for a set of targets in the network, b) we present

LoCQAl, a localized algorithm to solve the previous problem and to ensure

connectivity, and c) we enhance the performance of LoCQAl using two ap-

proaches that redeploy the nodes in the network, such that all the targets

will be covered by almost the same number of sensors.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we make a dis-

cussion about the previous works related to our problem. In Section 3, we

analyze the minimum detection quality problem along with the parameters

and the assumptions of the model, while in Section 4 we describe the moti-

vation of our work. In Section 5 we present our solution and the limitations

of the approach. To tackle these limitations we present, in Section 6, the

two sensor redeployment schemes. In Section 7, we simulate our approaches

and we compare them with a common technique found in the literature that

considers the nodes non mobile as well as with an approach that uses virtual

forces to move the nodes. Section 8 discusses how our algorithm could be

used to solve similar problems such as the coverage and redeployment in pres-

ence of mobile targets and obstacles. We, also, present a possible extension

of our work in order to move relay nodes towards targets. Finally, Section 9

concludes the paper and presents ideas for future work.
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2. Related work

Among the huge number of works in the research field of energy efficiency

in wireless sensor networks, we only refer to works that are related to at least

one of the properties of our approach, such as the probabilistic coverage, the

network lifetime extension under the target coverage constraint, and the node

redeployment.

Many works deal with the problem of how well an event is monitored.

They consider the probabilistic detection model and use a given number of

nodes. These works differ from our approach either because the objectives

are slightly different (e.g. the maximization of the coverage degree) [7, 8, 9],

or because they consider only static nodes [10]. In [4] a comparison between

the probabilistic and the binary detection model is done. The authors con-

clude through simulation that the area coverage is more accurate using the

probabilistic model than the idealistic binary detection model. Moreover,

in [7] a coverage protocol is presented that targets to maximize the coverage

degree of a given area by activating the minimum number of nodes. In [8] the

objective is to find the minimum number of nodes needed in order to provide

full coverage under a deterministic setup for any arbitrary shape region. The

authors provide, also, formulas to describe the probability of coverage of a

desired area by k sensors. The objective in [10] is to deploy the minimum

number of sensors so that the distribution of the sensors meets the probabil-

ity of detection requirements. The authors solve an optimization problem to

determine the position of the nodes. Finally, in [9] a number of approaches

for the probabilistic area coverage problem is presented. These approaches

divide the available sensors in active and sleep mode nodes, while they try
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to minimize the number of active nodes. The simulation results show that

the proposed solutions outperform the approach of [7].

The most common approach to achieve network lifetime extension is to

divide the available sensors in sets, such that only one set is active at any

time [11, 6]. By successively activating the sets, the network lifetime can

be extended. The connectivity with the BS can be achieved by constructing

a minimum shortest path tree [6] or a minimum spanning tree [11]. All

the works that deal with the target coverage problem consider the binary

detection model, so the produced sets may not fulfill, in practice, the desired

sampling quality. To tackle this problem, each target can be covered by k

sensors [12, 13], however, this approach increases the number of active nodes.

Since the nodes consume the same amount of energy to monitor an event,

an event that is covered by few sensors can be monitored by shorter time than

an event that is covered by many sensors. As the network lifetime depends

on the coverage of all the events, it is upper bounded by the amount of

energy of the sensors covering the most sparsely covered target [6]. The

only way to achieve full coverage and at the same time to prolong further

the network lifetime is to apply a redeployment strategy. In [14], nodes are

moved from targets that are covered by many sensors towards targets that

are more sparsely covered. This approach sacrifices an amount of energy for

movements, but significantly increases the number of nodes covering sparsely

covered targets. Since the node redeployment can be considered as a pickup

and delivery problem [15], it is important to minimize the total traveling

distance of the nodes, as well as the delay of the approach. The works that

are related with the network redeployment are based on the use of virtual
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forces or voronoi diagrams [16, 17, 18], where each node pushes its neighbors

towards more sparsely covered areas. However, these algorithms cannot be

ideally used in the target coverage problem, since they do not guarantee

connectivity and same coverage needs for all the targets.

3. Problem description

In this section we formulate the minimum detection accuracy problem

(MDA problem) and we describe the assumptions and the general parameters

of the model.

Given a set of targets T0 = {t1, t2, ..., tk}, k sets of nodes N1, N2, ..., Nk,

where all the nodes of Ni cover ti (∀ i ∈ [1, k]), and a minimum quality

of detection Pmin, the objective is to prolong network lifetime as much as

possible, achieving a probability of detection more than or equal to Pmin for

all the targets in T0 throughout the monitoring process. The nodes that

are used for sensing must be BS-connected using relay and/or sensing nodes

found in the field. The network prolonging can be achieved by dividing

the sensors in sets, such that only one set of sensors is active at any time.

Assuming that each set lasts for τδ period of time, the MDA problem can be

described as follows:

max

µ∑
δ=1

τδ, subject to Pti ≥ Pmin ∀ ti ∈ T0, and δ ∈ [1, µ], where µ is the

number of sets (rounds).

All the nodes have an initial amount of energy l0 and they are assumed

mobile. They can spend a part of this energy to move towards a target and

achieve Pmin when it is needed. The amount of energy that is spent for

movements is based on the traveling distance and it is assumed constant per
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distance unit.

Pmin represents the minimum quality of detection that must be achieved

in order to consider a target sufficiently covered. This is a user-given value

and depends on the nature of the problem and on the requirements of the

monitoring application. In fact, Pmin is the minimum allowed probability

that one or more sensors could yield in order to cover a single target. The

probability of detecting an event decreases exponentially as the sensor is

moving away from the source. The path loss of the signal at distance d in

dB is given by the following formula, according to the log-distance path loss

model [5]:

PLd = Ptx − Prxd
= PL0 + 10 · α · log d

d0
+Xσ, (1)

where Ptx is the power of the source, Prxd
is the received power at distance d,

PL0 is the path loss at the reference distance d0, α is the path loss exponent,

and Xσ is a Gaussian random value with zero mean. PL0, d0, α and Xσ can

be measured experimentally [4]. For a given distance d and using (1), one

could compute the received power at this distance.

The probability P d
sj

describes if a received signal of sensor sj at distance

d will be above a threshold value γ and it is given by the following formula

[4]:

P d
sj
= 1− 1√

2π

∫ z

−∞

e
−x2

2 dx, (2)

where z is given by
γ − Prxd

σ
, when Prxd

> γ. The threshold γ is the minimum

power of the signal that can be correctly received by the decoder electronics

[4]. We define a maximum distance dmax that a node can be found away

from a target in order to cover it. Beyond this distance the probability of
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detection is too low and it cannot be taken into account. We assume that

dmax is two times less than the communication range of the sensors.

Two or more sensors can collaborate to achieve Pmin for a single target

ti. The overall probability is given by:

Pti = 1−
ν∏

j=1

(1− Psj), (3)

where Psj is the probability of sensor sj and can be computed using (2), while

ν is the number of sensors covering the particular target.

4. Motivation

Considering non-mobile nodes and a uniform node distribution, the prob-

ability of detecting an event by a single node with probability Pmin, deploying

n sensors in the field is given by:

Pn = 1− (1− P1)
n, (4)

where n is the number of deployed nodes and P1 is the probability of covering

a target deploying one sensor. P1 is given by:

P1 =
πd2

terrain area
, (5)

where d depends on Pmin’s value. As it is shown in Figure 1, in the case

where a target has to be covered by one sensor, deploying 150 nodes, Pn is

quite high even when the terrain size is large (sparse network) or Pmin is

high. However, if we want to extend the network lifetime, each particular

target area should be occupied by many sensors. The probability of covering

a target, for example, by 3 sensors with probability at least Pmin is illustrated
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in Figure 2. As it is shown Pn remains very low even when Pmin is small.

Given a uniform distribution, the solution to this problem is either to deploy

a huge number of nodes in the field (> 2000), or to use mobile nodes in order

to move them towards targets that are not efficiently covered.
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Figure 1: Probability of detecting an event with probability Pmin by one sensor
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Figure 2: Probability of detecting an event by 3 sensors with probability Pmin each
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The connectivity is an important issue of the MDA problem. The sensing

nodes must report their measurements to the BS using a multi-hop approach

since they may not be able to directly communicate with it. This approach

requires the presence of one or more relay nodes that route the monitoring

data to the BS. Since the sensors are assumed mobile, they can move closer

to a target and achieve Pmin. However, the node’s movement could lead to

a loss of connectivity and, thus, to a loss of information. In addition, the

nodes that are part of the backbone network that forwards the information

to the BS cannot be moved. In this case, at least two nodes should be used

to achieve Pmin. The finding of the number of active nodes and the position

of these nodes are two open issues in MDA problem.

5. The “LoCQAl” solution

In this section we present LoCQAl (i.e. LOcalized Coverage Quality AL-

gorithm), a localized algorithm that depends on the neighboring information

in order to solve the MDA problem. LoCQAl uses the ability of the sensors

to move in order to achieve the minimum allowed detection probability and

to tackle the detection issue described in the previous section.

According to LoCQAl, each node knows its own position, the position of

the targets, and the minimum allowed probability Pmin. The position of a

sensor could be also detected using the strength of the coverage signal and

localization techniques [19].

LoCQAl considers the network as a connected undirected graph G =

(V,E), where V consists of sensing nodes, relay nodes and the BS. Every

two vertices u, v that belong to V and they can directly communicate with
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each other, establish an edge uv in G and uv ∈ E. A node can cover a target

following the probabilistic coverage model of [4] that has been described in

the previous section.

LoCQAl works in rounds. Each round incorporates two main phases;

the connectivity phase and the coverage phase. LoCQAl ensures the BS-

connectivity by computing a connected dominated set (CDS). Both sensing

and relay nodes take part in the computation of the CDS. Each node decides

if it will be dominant or not using the localized algorithm of [20]. The

formulated CDS operates as a backbone network which the sensing nodes

can use to reach the BS. After the CDS computation all the nodes in the

network are BS-connected. Depending on the number of targets and the

network topology, none, one or more sensing nodes may be dominant in each

round of LoCQAl.

According to the position of the sensors, the probability Pmin and the

computation of the CDS, LoCQAl distinguishes three categories of sensing

nodes for the coverage phase:

1. The first category includes nodes that are parts of the CDS and cannot

move. If such a node cannot achieve Pmin by itself, a second node is

needed to assist the dominant node. The latter node checks if one of the

neighboring nodes that covers the particular target could assist without

being moved. If the cooperative probability is still lower than Pmin, the

closer to the target node is moved towards it to increase the probability

of detection and satisfy Pmin. Note, that more than two nodes may need

to achieve Pmin in the case that none of the neighboring nodes can be

moved. The traveling distance of the assistant node depends on its own
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probability and on the probability of the dominant node. This distance

is given by:

d = 10

z · σ − γ + Ptx − PL0 −Xσ

10 · α , z = indf(1− P − Pmin

P − 1
), (6)

where indf is the inverse of the normal distribution function of (2) and

P is the probability of the dominant node(s).

2. The second category includes nodes that cover multiple targets. This

kind of nodes sometimes cannot be moved since a possible movement

could lead to uncovered targets. A node of this category looks for

assistance when it cannot achieve Pmin by itself for at least one of the

targets it covers. The assistant(s) selection process is the same with

the previous case. In the special case where the rest of the targets can

be covered by other sensors, the node that covers multiple targets can

be safely moved to a new position. If a node is dominant and covers

multiple targets at the same time, it cannot be moved.

3. Finally, the third category includes nodes that are not part of the CDS

and they do not cover multiple targets. These nodes can be moved

closer to a target when they are not able to achieve Pmin from their

initial location. The new position is computed using (6), where P , in

this case, is the probability of the moving node at its initial position.

LoCQAl prioritizes the selection of nodes of the first category. When a

sensor declares itself dominant after the connectivity phase, it means that it

will be already active during the coverage phase. Thus, it is preferable to

use its coverage contribution in order to decrease the traveling distance of

a possible assistant node. In order to high prioritize nodes of the first cate-
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Algorithm 1: Decision process of a sensing node s in LoCQAl
require: nbrss, trgss, CDS

if dominants = 1 then

Category1(s);

else

if |trgs| > 1 then

Category2(s);

else

Category3(s);

gory and cover a particular target, each node communicates with its 1-hop

neighbors. Nodes that do not cover any target or nodes that cover different

targets are ignored. When a node of the other two categories receives a reply

message from a dominant node, it remains inactive, leaving the dominant

node to select which node will assist with the monitoring of the target. If

there is no dominant neighboring node, LoCQAl prioritizes the selection of

nodes of the second category. If there are no nodes of the second category

either, a node from the third category is selected to cover the target.

The above operation for a single sensor is described in Algorithm 1. The

decision if a sensor will be active or not during the next round, is taken by

communicating with its 1-hop sensing neighbors and by building set nbrss.

This set contains the nodes that cover the same targets that s covers. s, also,

keeps in trgss the targets that it covers, while it executes one of the three

procedures in order to decide its status.

Theorem 1. Each round of LoCQAl produces BS-connected sensor sets.

Proof. If a node keeps its initial position during the coverage phase, it is

sure that it will still communicate with at least one node of the CDS. Con-
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Procedure Category1

foreach t ∈ trgss do

actives = 1;

foreach n ∈ nbrss do

if activen = 1 then

actives = 0;

if actives = 1 then

if Ps < Pmin then

select a n ∈ nbrss with the minimum probability, such that Ps,n ≥ Pmin;

activen = 1;

if none selected then

select a n ∈ nbrss with the highest probability;

if none selected then

send a process termination message;

else

compute selected n’s new location according to Formula (6);

activen = 1;

cerning the moving nodes and according to the node classification described

before, a node can change position due to following three reasons:

1. It is assistant of a dominant node. The maximum traveling distance of

a node is equal to dmax. Because dmax is at least two times lower than

the communication range, and the dominant node is located inside the

target coverage region, the moving node will be still connected to the

dominant node at its new position.

2. It is assistant of a node covering multiple targets that cannot be moved.

If the node that covers multiple targets cannot be moved, it will still

retain connectivity with at least one dominant node. Since the max-

imum traveling distance is dmax and dmax is at least two times lower
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Procedure Category2

actives = 1;

i = 0;

foreach n ∈ nbrss do

if activen = 1 or dominantn = 1 then

i = i+ 1;

if i = |trgss| then

actives = 0;

if actives = 1 then

need cover = ∅;

foreach t ∈ trgss do

if Ps < Pmin then

put t in need cover if none of the nodes covering t can be moved;

if |need cover| > 1 then

send a process termination message;

else if |need cover| = 1 then

compute new location according to Formula (6);

else if |need cover| = 0 then

foreach t ∈ trgss do

if Ps < Pmin then

select a n ∈ nbrss with the minimum probability, such that Ps,n ≥ Pmin;

activen = 1;

if none selected then

select a n ∈ nbrss with the highest probability;

if none selected then

send a process termination message;

else

compute selected n’s new location according to Formula (6);

activen = 1;

than the communication range, the moving node will still be connected

to a dominant node or to the node that covers multiple targets.
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Procedure Category3

actives = 1;

foreach n ∈ nbrss do

if activen = 1 or dominantn = 1 or |trgsn| > 1 then

actives = 0;

if actives = 1 then

if Ps < Pmin then

compute new location according to Formula (6);

3. It is a node of the third category. It is not assistant, but it moves to

achieve Pmin. At its initial position this node can directly communicate

with at least one dominant node. Moving to a new position it may lose

connectivity with these nodes. In this case, the node will look for a

neighbor that is connected with a dominant node. The only case that

there will be no neighbor, is when the moving node is the only node

that still covers the particular target. In this case, the node will not

be BS-connected, but the process will stop anyway, since the minimum

coverage detection is not satisfied.

Since each moving node knows its destination and the energy consumption

per meter, it can be moved if it has enough remaining energy. Since the nodes

are moved inside a small circular area with range dmax, the maximum energy

consumption is emdmax, where em is the energy consumption per traveling

distance unit. Using a common electrical motor [21] and a dmax value equal

to 10m this energy consumption is many times less than the energy provided

by two AA batteries [22].

In LoCQAl each set will last until one node depletes its battery. For
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simplicity reasons, we assume that all the active nodes consume the same

amount of energy per time unit. However, LoCQAl could work fine, tak-

ing into account other energy consumption models; for example an energy

consumption model based on the distance between the nodes and the pro-

duced date rate. Following this simple model, the node that has traveled

the longest distance, will die first. If this node is part of the CDS, the CDS

has to be recomputed at the beginning of the next round. If the exhausted

node is not part of the CDS, the backbone network will still consist of the

same nodes during the next round, reducing the overhead that comes from

the CDS computation. LoCQAl terminates when at least one target cannot

be sufficiently covered or when the CDS computation fails.

LoCQAl exhibits a low communication complexity, since it mainly based

on the complexity of the CDS. According to the algorithm of [20] each node

must have a two-hop knowledge of its neighbors or 1-hop neighbors with

their geographic positions in order to decide if it will be dominant or not.

Regarding the coverage phase, each node that covers a target ti sends and

receives |Ni| − 1 messages to decide if it will be active or not in this round,

where |Ni| is the number of sensors covering target ti. When an assistant

node is selected, at least |Ni|−1 more messages are needed to be sent by the

sensor that cannot be moved.

Despite the fact that LoCQAl minimizes the number of active nodes, and

thus it conserves energy, it still depends on the number of nodes covering

the most sparsely covered target in the network. For example, what could

be done in the case where a target is covered by a single node which can’t

achieve Pmin and is part of the CDS as well? In this case LoCQAl will fail if
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there is no mechanism to provide the poorly covered area with sensors from

neighboring densely covered target areas.

6. Increasing the number of rounds

As explained in Section 1, since the maximum achieved network lifetime

highly depends on the number of sensors covering the most sparsely covered

target in the network [6], some nodes could be moved from areas that are

densely covered balancing the number of sensing nodes. For this purpose we

present two localized sensor redeployment approaches.

The first approach is based on Local-TCR redeployment algorithm [14].

According to this algorithm sensors are moved from a target area to a neigh-

boring target area if the number of sensors covering the two areas differs by

at least two nodes. This redeployment scheme takes place before the opera-

tion of LoCQAl in order to balance the number of sensing nodes among the

targets and to increase the number of nodes covering the most poorly covered

targets. However, Local-TCR does not guarantee that the network will be

still BS-connected after the redeployment process. For this reason we have

modified Local-TCR in order to fit to our problem’s requirements. In more

detail, we allow the algorithm to run only after the first CDS computation.

The nodes that are parts of the CDS cannot be moved during the coverage

phase in order to maintain connectivity. The rest of the sensing nodes can

be safely moved to a neighboring target area.

The redeployment operation works in rounds and in each round a sensor

that covers the most densely covered target in its 2-hop neighborhood checks

if, how, where, and how many sensors will be moved. At the beginning of the
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operation each node covering a target discovers the neighboring nodes that

cover the same targets. Using this information, each node builds a set of ele-

ments for each target, such as how many nodes cover each target (i.e. target

cardinality), the position of the neighboring nodes and their available energy.

Since all the nodes have built these sets of elements, they exchange these sets

with their 1-hop neighbors in order to compute the sharing factor. The shar-

ing factor is based on the average cardinalities of the neighboring targets. If

this average is less than the cardinalities of its own covered targets, a node

declares itself as a moving node candidate. The higher the difference between

the average of the neighboring target cardinalities and the cardinalities of the

targets a node covers, the higher the sharing factor of the node. Each node

shares its factor with its 2-hop neighbors, and it compares it with their own.

The node with the highest sharing factor in its 2-hop neighborhood will be

a “head-node” for this round. A head-node decides who, where, and how

many nodes will be moved from the richly covered target to the poorly cov-

ered target. More than one head-node may be selected in the same round,

but only one is selected for each particular 2-hop neighborhood. In order

to avoid having two head-nodes in the same neighborhood, nodes multiply

their sharing factor with a random value in (1, 1.01] before they send it to

the other candidates.

The number of moving nodes depends on the sharing factor of the head-

nodes. Since the head-nodes know the positions of the neighboring nodes

and the positions of the targets, they select the nodes that are closer to their

neighboring target with the lowest cardinality. The selected nodes are moved

towards those targets and they stop at distance dmax from it. The nodes are
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not moved further in order to cover the target with probability Pmin, leaving

this decision to LoCQAl during the next round. Actually, this action may

not be necessary, since Pmin may be achieved by this position when other

active nodes cover the same target at the same time.

The redeployment process terminates when there are no other possible

movements and all the targets are covered by about the same number of

sensors. It has been proven that the previously described approach always

balances the number of monitoring nodes between two neighboring targets

when the number of nodes covering the two targets differs by two or more

sensors [14].

Figure 3 illustrates a network with four targets (squares) covered by 5, 7,

2 and 4 nodes respectively (dots). A node covering target B will be the only

head-node (all the sensing nodes belong to the same 2-hop neighborhood)

and it takes the decision of how many sensors will be moved towards target

C (neighboring target with the lowest cardinality). Since this number of

nodes has been decided, nodes covering target B are moving towards C. In

the example of Figure 3 two nodes have been moved. The two nodes have

stopped on the borders of the coverage area of target C (big circle) and are

indicated with a small circle in Figure 4.

In some scenarios, a number of targets may be far away from the other

targets. It means that some nodes covering these targets may not be able

to reach a node that covers different targets and to exchange the target

cardinality sets. In this case, the redeployment fails, since only the targets

with neighboring nodes will be balanced. In such a scenario, the CDS can

be used to forward the messages to the closest neighboring sensing nodes.
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Figure 3: An unbalanced network with 4 targets
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Figure 4: A balanced network with 4 targets

The nodes can use a parameter called “effective redeployment range” (Reff )

that describes how many hops away a message will be disseminated. If Reff

is one, no CDS node will be used. Since the nodes know the positions of the

targets and the position of their 1-hop neighbors, they can ideally compute

their Reff value.

The traveling distance of a node and its energy consumption are based

on the effective redeployment range. The higher the Reff value, the longer

distance the node may travel in order to move towards another target area.

The longest distance that a node could travel is ReffRc+2dmax, where Rc is

the communication range of the node. Figure 5 depicts the energy consump-
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tion of a moving node for different Reff values, Rc = 50m and em = 100J/m.

Depending on the battery capacity of the node, we can specify the maximum

value of Reff that could be used in order to be benefited from the redeploy-

ment process. For example, if l0 is equal to 20K Joules (energy capacity of

two AA batteries [22]), an effective range value up to 3 can be used. This

means that our redeployment approach is capable of balancing a network

lying on square terrain of 25K m2. For larger terrain sizes, we should use

sensor nodes with higher energy storage.
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Figure 5: Energy consumption related to the effective redeployment range

LoCQAl begins after the termination of the redeployment process. At

this point, all the nodes are BS-connected, however, the nodes may have

different remaining energy levels, since some of them may have already spent

a part of their available energy in order to move to a neighboring target.

Since a node cannot be instantly moved to a new location, the overall

approach exhibits a long delay at the beginning of its operation. This de-

lay depends on the number of moving sensors and the distance between the
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targets. For time constraint applications, where this long delay is not ac-

ceptable, we also present an algorithm that moves nodes only during the

monitoring phase. This approach works similar to the previous one, but

only one redeployment round takes place per monitoring round, allowing in

fact two operations to take place at the same time; the monitoring and the

redeployment operation.

The two redeployment approaches in combination with LoCQAl are illus-

trated in Figure 6. This figure shows the operation of two monitoring rounds.

Each round consists of the negotiation phase and the monitoring phase. Dur-

ing the negotiation phase all the nodes are active and decide which nodes

will be active during the monitoring phase. The monitoring phase may last

from a few minutes to a few hours depending on the available battery life-

time. In the first approach, the redeployment takes place at the beginning of

the process and before the first monitoring round. In the second approach,

during the negotiation phase, apart from which sensors will be active during

the monitoring phase, the nodes decide which nodes will be moved to a new

location as well. The redeployment of the nodes begins when the monitoring

phase has just started. However, the nodes’ movements may last longer than

the monitoring phase. In this case, the non-moving nodes will wait until

the moving nodes reach their destination and a third monitoring round be-

gins. This, apparently, causes a delay on the monitoring operation, although

shorter than the delay of the first approach.

The second approach reduces the redeployment delay, however it is not

expected to achieve always the same performance in terms of network lifetime

compared to the first approach. This may happen due to the following two
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Figure 6: The two redeployment schemes combined with LoCQAl

reasons: a) some nodes are not allowed to be moved because they are marked

active in the current round (they will provide coverage). This means that ei-

ther the redeployment will be postponed or some other nodes will be selected,

traveling although a longer distance. b) Local-TCR moves sensors only be-

tween neighboring target areas. In the case where the densely populated area

is many hops away from the most sparse area, a few rounds are required to

balance the number of nodes. In those few rounds, the nodes covering the

most sparse target may have been already exhausted their batteries.

7. Evaluation & discussion of the results

In this section, we simulate LoCQAl and compare its performance to an

algorithm that considers the nodes non-mobile. This algorithm uses multiple

nodes in order to achieve Pmin, when it is not possible to cover a target by

a single node. As explained in Section 2, this approach is named κ-coverage

and it is commonly used in the literature [12]. In our case, κ may differ

from target to target depending on the position of the nodes and the value
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of Pmin. Moreover, we evaluate the performance of the two algorithms that

use LoCQAl in conjunction with the two redeployment schemes described

in Section 6, against algorithm of [17]. We have slightly modified this al-

gorithm in order to fit to our problem requirements. We make a discussion

about those modifications in the next section. Our redeployment algorithms

are named LoCQAl-InstR and LoCQAl-GradR respectively. LoCQAl-InstR

uses the first redeployment scheme, where the redeployment takes place at

the beginning of the operation, and LoCQAl-GradR uses the second scheme

which reduces the delay by allowing sensors to move during the coverage

phase.

7.1. Evaluation environment

We assess the algorithms in 2 different scenarios using 150 nodes with ran-

dom target and sensor deployments. In the first scenario we keep a constant

terrain size equal to 10K m2 and we vary the number of targets (10 - 30),

while in the second scenario we vary the terrain size (6.5K - 14K m2), keep-

ing a fixed number of targets (15 targets). The detection probability varies

for both scenarios. For each scenario and for each probability we run 50

instances and we compute the average network lifetime of these 50 instances.

The 95% confidence intervals are shown in the 2-dimensional figures. The

communication range of the nodes is 50m and dmax is equal to 10m. Con-

cerning the battery capacity, each node initially has 20KJoules available and

it spends 100Joules/m when it is moved and 0.1Joules/sec for sensing and
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communication. The speed of the sensors is 1m/sec 1. The parameters we

used for the shadowing model [5] are: Ptx = 24.5dBm, γ = −27.85dBm,α =

2, σ = 4dBm,PL0 = −50dBm, d0 = 1000m, and Xσ = 147.476dBm. These

values are similar to those used in [4]. We, also, assumed that all the sensing

nodes produce data with the same rate.

We developed our own simulator that produces terrain scripts with uni-

form random node and target deployments2. Our software is, also, capable

of producing 2-dimensional square terrain images for each one of the moni-

toring rounds. Figure 7 illustrates an image of a scenario with 150 nodes and

10 targets. The small squares below the letters denote the targets, the big

surrounding circles denote the maximum distance that a node can be found

away from a target in order to cover it, while the small surrounding circles

denote the maximum distance that a node can be found away from a target

in order to cover it with probability at least Pmin. In this example, Pmin is

equal to 0.9. The active nodes are marked in bold, while the CDS nodes are

drawn inside a rectangle. The rest of the nodes are assumed to be in sleep

mode. The BS is positioned in the middle of the left side of the terrain (filled

square).

Concerning Garetto et al. algorithm [17] we implemented it by slightly

changing the definition of the virtual forces. The algorithm consists of three

1This is the maximum energy consumption recorded and has been measured experi-

mentally in our lab using Wifibots robots using the maximum speed [21]
2The simulation software as well as the proposed algorithms have been

implemented in Perl programming language and they can be found at

http://rainbow.cs.unipi.gr/projects/sensors under the GNU General Public License
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Figure 7: A WSN with 10 targets (small squares below letters), active sensing nodes

(bold numbers), CDS nodes (numbers inside a rectangle) and sleep-mode nodes (rest of

numbers)

phases. During the first phase (self-deployment) the nodes form a regular

triangular tessellation. In the second phase (coverage), the nodes that are

close to an event start to move towards it pulling the rest of the nodes as
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well. We skipped the third phase during which the nodes reform the regular

triangular tessellation when an event has disappeared.

We also assumed the following strategy in order to fit this algorithm to

our needs. Since the approach does not guarantee connectivity with the BS,

which is a requirement for our problem, we allowed the nodes to spread in

all over the terrain during the self-deployment phase. We computed a CDS

network to ensure connectivity when redeployment has finished. We, also,

assumed that a sensor can move towards a target during phase 2 if it is in

distance less than or equal to dmax from it, while it stops moving when it has

achieved the desired detection probability. However, it can still attract or

push other neighboring sensors. A characteristic of the algorithm is that it

does not provide equally covered targets. This means that when the nodes are

moving towards the events during phase 2, they are not split equally causing

some targets to be covered by many sensors and others by few sensors. This

is reasonable since the density of the sensors at the end of phase 1 is more

or less uniform, but the distribution of the targets is not consistent.

Concerning the simulation parameters, we used the following values: Dm =

45, k0 = 0.01, kυ = 0.1, P = 10, G = 30, while G increases when a sensor is

closer to a target. The maximum speed of a nodes is 1m/sec and the rede-

ployment takes 450secs. The nodes compute the virtual forces every second.

The name of the algorithm on the plots is “Virtual Forces”.

7.2. Evaluation results

In the first set of measurements, we assess the impact of the target density

and the minimum coverage probability on the network lifetime. The number

of targets affects the performance of LoCQAl, since when many targets are
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deployed, more sensing nodes are becoming part of the CDS. When a few

targets are used (Figure 8 left), LoCQAl presents a small decrease on the

network lifetime as the detection probability increases. Looking at the sce-

nario with many targets, we can observe that the performance of LoCQAl

decreases fast. This happens because when the detection probability is low,

the sensors that cannot be moved and they can monitor the targets without

the assistance of a second node. As the probability increases, an increased

need of assistance is required and, thus, the network lifetime is reduced.

However, LoCQAl increases dramatically the network lifetime compared to

the non-mobile approach, since the latter approach activates many sensors,

depleting rapidly the energy of the available nodes. Figure 9 presents a de-

piction of the same round for the two compared approaches. On the right

figure, Non-mobile activates too many sensors, while LoCQAl, on the left,

keeps active only one node per target. The minimum detection probability

of the example is 0.5.
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Figure 8: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets

(right)

Figure 10 illustrates the performance of the algorithms in two different
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Figure 9: A depiction of the same round of LoCQAl and Non-mobile for a scenario with

Pmin = 0.5, 150 sensors, 10 targets and 10K m
2 terrain size

terrain sizes. Varying the terrain size, we can estimate the impact of the

network density on the algorithms’ performance. As it was expected, in the

dense node deployment, the targets are covered by many sensors and, thus,

the network remains alive for a long time, especially when the minimum

allowed coverage probability is low. When this probability is low, the two

algorithms are very close, but LoCQAl produces over 10 times better result

when Pmin is getting high. In the sparse deployment, the gap is larger since

the targets are covered by fewer sensors. At this point, the simulation results

validate the theoretical results presented in Section 4 (see Figure 2). Figure

11 depicts the percentage of the targets that have been covered by at least

one or three nodes with probability Pmin. The results show that for a sce-

nario with 150 sensors and 15 targets and different terrain sizes, only a small

percentage of the targets can be covered with high probability. This percent-

age dramatically decreases when the targets are required to be covered by 3
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sensors (Figure 11 right) making impossible for Non-mobile to find enough

sensing nodes that sufficiently cover each particular target.
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Figure 10: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with high node density (left) and low

node density (right)
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Figure 11: Targets (%) that have been covered by at least one node (left) or three nodes

(right) with probability Pmin

Figure 13 illustrates the number of CDS computations needed through-

out the monitoring process for the previous scenario. Since the number of

computations is related to the produced network lifetime, we present results

with the relative values. LoCQAl presents a constant trend on the number of

CDS computations per monitoring hour, while Non-mobile presents similar
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results, except of the cases where Pmin is high. In those cases the produced

network lifetime is negligible and, thus, the number of CDS computations

per hour is extremely high.
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Figure 12: CDS computations per hour for a scenario with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets

(right)
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Figure 13: CDS computations per hour for a scenario with high node density (left) and

low node density (right)

Taking into consideration the redeployment schemes described in Section

6 the network lifetime can be improved. This can be justified by the sim-

ulation results presented in Figures 14 and 19. LoCQAl-InstR presents the

best results, while LoCQAl-GradR is close. The algorithm that uses virtual
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forces increases the average number of sensors covering the targets, but some

targets are still covered by few sensors limiting the network lifetime. When

the number of targets increases, many sensing nodes are used as CDS nodes

and cannot be moved, increasing the number of active nodes in the network.
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Figure 14: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets

(right)

For the same scenario, we measured the number of CDS computations

and the number of exchange messages per node. The normalized values in-

stead of the absolute values are presented in Figures 15 and 16. The results

show that Virtual Forces computes the CDS more often than the other algo-

rithms. It happens due to the fact that the relay nodes have spent part of

their energy in order to move to another location during the self-deployment

phase. That means that these nodes will die faster causing consecutive ex-

ecutions of the CDS process. Concerning the number of exchange messages

of the approaches, it is clear that the algorithm with the Virtual Forces pro-

duces more overhead in the network, since each node communicates with its

neighbors in order to advertise its position. The plotted values include the

overhead caused by redeployment operation as well as by the CDS computa-
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tions. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the absolute number of messages in detail.

LoCQAl-InstR produces low number of messages when a few targets are

covered, while almost the half of the messages are produced during the CDS

process. When many targets are covered, the number of messages increases

up to 300%, and it looks to be proportional to the number of targets. On

the other hand, Virtual Forces requires a high number of messages in both

cases. Even if we assume that the nodes exchange their position every 5 secs

instead of 1 sec, the overhead will be still more than that of LoCQAl-InstR.
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Figure 15: Number of CDS computations per hour for a scenario with 10 targets (left)

and 30 targets (right)

In the case where the network density changes, LoCQAl-GradR presents

comparable or sometimes better performance than LoCQAl-InstR at least

when the density is high (Figure 19 left). This happens because the rede-

ployment is achieved in a few only rounds, since all the targets are not far

away from each other and nodes can be moved directly to the most sparsely

covered area. The opposite holds true, when the node density is low. In this

case, the redeployment takes more rounds and the possibility of depleting

the energy of the nodes that already cover the most sparsely covered target
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Figure 16: Number of exchange messages per node and per hour for a scenario with 10

targets (left) and 30 targets (right)
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Figure 17: Absolute number of exchange messages per node of LoCQAl-InstR for a scenario

with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets (right)

before more sensors occupy this target area is high (Figure 19 right). Virtual

Forces performs better in dense scenarios than in sparse scenarios. When the

density is low despite the fact that many nodes move towards the targets, the

probability of a network disconnection is higher since the nodes are moving

away from each other.

The results in Figure 20 show that for the same scenario Virtual Forces

exhibits higher number of CDS computations. The reason is the same as in
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Figure 18: Absolute number of exchange messages per node of Virtual Forces for a scenario

with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets (right)
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Figure 19: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with high node density (left) and low

node density (right)

the previous scenario. The battery of the CDS nodes last for shorter time

since they have been moved during the self-deployment phase. The lower the

density, the more the energy consumption due to movements and, thus, the

higher the gap with the other algorithms. The number of exchange messages

is, also, much higher for Virtual Forces, as presented in Figure 21, since

Virtual Forces need many iterations to finish and the nodes communicate very

often with each other. LoCQAl-InstR and LoCQAl-GradR provide similar
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performance, while LoCQAl presents the lower number of messages, since it

does not include any redeployment mechanism.
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Figure 20: Number of CDS computation per hour for a scenario with high node density

(left) and low node density (right)
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Figure 21: Number of exchange messages per node and per hour for a scenario with high

node density (left) and low node density (right)

Finally, we measured the redeployment times of the approaches for the

two examined scenarios. Because this measurement is based on produced

network lifetime, we present the relative instead of the absolute values. As

it is shown in Figures 22 and 23 LoCQAl-GradR decreases the redeployment

delay by 40% on average, especially when the detection probability is low.
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When Pmin is low, the moving nodes reach their destination before the end of

the monitoring round, since the monitoring rounds last for longer time (the

nodes don’t need to move and consume energy). The absolute redeployment

delay of LoCQAl-InstR and Virtual Forces is constant regardless the value of

the detection probability, but since the network lifetime decreases with Pmin

the relative delay looks to increase. For Virtual Forces the redeployment

delay is independent of the number of targets as it mainly depends on the

number of iterations of the algorithm.
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Figure 22: Redeployment delay per monitoring hour for a scenario with 10 targets (left)

and 30 targets (right)

7.3. Encountering packet loss

In this section we evaluate the performance of our algorithms when a 50%

packet loss occurs. Assuming that high packet loss we assess the algorithms’

behavior to very noisy environments when many contentions occur. Particu-

larly, the 50% packet loss stands for transmission or reception errors in each

step of the algorithm (broadcasts, node discoveries, point-to-point commu-

nications etc.). For point-to-point communication, a node can retransmit a
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Figure 23: Redeployment delay per monitoring hour for a scenario with high node density

(left) and low node density (right)

package if the first transmission was not successful. The second transmis-

sion has a 50% success rate as well. We compare our algorithms against the

approach that considers static nodes assuming that no errors occur.

The results in Figures 24 and 25 show that the produced network lifetime

has been reduced, but it is still higher than the static approach, especially

when the detection probability is high. The algorithms are not able to move

all the available nodes to achieve Pmin, when this huge packet loss takes place.

First of all, they cannot build correctly the cardinality sets since they cannot

communicate with all their neighbors. Secondly, some of the selected nodes

fail to move, since they are not able to receive a message from the correspond-

ing head-node. LoCQAl-GradR looks to be more resilient to message fails

when the target areas are populated by many sensors (i.e. scenarios with few

targets and scenarios with high node density). In these cases the targets run

out of sensors after many rounds giving the opportunity to LoCQAl-GradR

to move some sensors at the end of each round. On the contrary, LoCQAl-

InstR moves all the nodes before the first monitoring round. If the initial
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computation of the cardinality sets fails, no other improvement will be done.
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Figure 24: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with 10 targets (left) and 30 targets

(right) and 50% packet loss
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Figure 25: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with high node density (left) and low

node density (right) and 50% packet loss

8. Discussion

In this section we make a discussion about how our algorithms would

behave or what should be changed to deal with similar problems such as the

presence of mobile targets instead of static ones, the presence of obstacles,

CDS disconnections and relay node redeployment.
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In presence of moving targets, the nodes covering the target should follow

it all over the way keeping connectivity with at least one CDS node. In this

case the CDS network has to be consisted of more nodes in order to avoid

disconnections. The redeployment from target-to-target can be done taking

into account the direction and the speed of the moving target. This is one

of the applications that we still work on and it is part of our future work.

In presence of obstacles, the node should follow another path in order to

reach the destination. We can distinguish two cases here: in the first case the

nodes know the shape and the size of the obstacles, so the route and the total

cost can be calculated in advance. In the second case where the nodes have

no knowledge of the obstacles, obstacle avoidance algorithms from robotics

can be used. Apparently, this would increase the redeployment delay and

energy consumption.

If the network is disconnected or if a node does not receive a message

from a neighbor, this means that the neighbor has failed and a procedure for

partition detection and reconnection can be used such as the one described

in [23].

In case of static targets, the network lifetime can be further extended by

allowing a number of relay nodes to be moved towards poorly covered targets.

Our LoCQAl redeployment algorithms can be applied for this purpose after

the first CDS computation. The CDS nodes can attract or push non-CDS

nodes from neighboring areas, balancing the number of nodes between the

backbone network and the targets. An instance of this approach is illustrated

in Figure 26. The left image shows a round of LoCQAl-InstR, while the right

image depicts the same round when the relay nodes are allowed to move. All
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the nodes that do not cover any target and they are not parts of the backbone

network, have been moved towards CDS nodes or target areas. Moreover,

this scheme can be adapted according to the energy consumption model that

has been assumed. For example, CDS nodes that are closer to the BS may

have more nodes in their vicinity.

Figure 26: A depiction of the same round of LoCQAl-InstR and Full redeployment for a

scenario with Pmin = 0.9, 150 sensors, 10 targets and 10K m
2 terrain size

The effectiveness of the full redeployment approach is shown in Figure

27. In the case where the density is low, the network lifetime can be almost

doubled since a large number of relay nodes is moved towards targets. The

improvement is low for the high density scenario, where a few only relay

nodes can be moved.

9. Conclusions & future work

In this paper, we introduced the minimum sampling quality problem for

a set of targets in the network that are covered by mobile sensor nodes.
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Figure 27: Network lifetime produced for a scenario with high node density (left) and low

node density (right). A comparison with the full redeployment approach

We used a probabilistic coverage model in order to ideally detect an event

happening in a close area. We presented analytical results describing that

the probability of covering a single target by a number of static nodes is

quite low, when the required probability of detection is high. For this reason

we presented a localized solution that takes into account the capability of

the nodes to move in order to prolong the network lifetime. The proposed

approach achieves the desired coverage probability and satisfies connectivity

with the base station. In order to enhance the performance of our approach,

we proposed two redeployment schemes that balance the number of nodes

between the target areas. The first approach exhibits high performance in

terms of network lifetime, but it implies a long delay at the beginning of the

operation. The second approach provides a good combination of performance

and fast convergence time. Finally, we provided a discussion of how our

algorithm could be adapted to satisfy different needs. A part of our future

work is, also, to assess our approaches using a non-uniform node deployment

and different detection needs per target.
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